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Abstract— When we build software must consider that this is not an easy task, especially if its complexity is high. To succeed in developing software should have a high commitment of the development team, expensive resources, highly trained specialists and processes and increasingly formal methods. The models at different levels of abstraction arise in order to expedite the process of building software, which is focused movement on the use of models at different levels of abstraction.

There are some important proposals in this regard those as Model Driven Architecture and Model Driven Software Development. This paper reviews the literature about these two proposals. Describe the fundamental principles aimed at shaping the theoretical basis of the two proposals and the main tools that implement model-driven development for mobile application development work. Describe the fundamental principles aimed at shaping the theoretical basis of the two proposals and the main tools that implement model-driven development for mobile application development work. Also analyzed the importance of Metamodels and possible transformations to generate auto code.
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When we refer to context-sensitive mobile computing refers to the user interacts with an application, it is called context. Any information that characterizes the situation in which services according, context sensitive, among others. In this context, the location of users to provide products and suitable information according to their interests, geolocation available at any moment, custom-each user consumes and known mobile computing, ubiquitous features -always is available at any moment, custom-each user consumes and suitable information according to their interests, geolocation -capable of the location of users to provide products and services according, context sensitive, among others. In this sense, any information that characterizes the situation in which the user interacts with an application, it is called context. When we refer to context-sensitive mobile computing refers to applications that consider the contextual information from the environment where the user is located and act accordingly, providing relevant and adequate information to the context where the user is immersed done. The geographical position is a context information, perhaps the most important in this type of applications. This last feature is in full expansion giving rise to positioning based services (location-based services, LBS). Positioning based services refer to applications using the geographical position of a mobile device to provide services based on such information. Such services include assistance in navigation, identification in case of emergencies or disasters, social networks to find friends, location of points of interest in maps and more.

To successfully use the LBS services requires proper positioning technology, geographic information system to identify areas and fundamentally interoperable mobile devices and adequate network infrastructure that enables connection wherever the user is. Driven development model aims to free the engineer of the technological aspects (programming) to center in the engineering (architecture, modeling and design). In a similar manner as COBOL freed to programmers of the minutiae of Hardware [1].

The current trend is that systems are becoming more complex and heterogeneous, further each day the number of users of mobile devices increases, which demand high efficiency in response times, and applications that enable them to carry out their activities through the re-use of resources, robust and adaptive systems.

Portable devices increasingly used in a wide range of mobile applications orientation. Typical examples are the guides of urban areas, museum guides and aids exhibitions. The application refers to the provision of specific services of the context in which the context is typically identified by combining data on the location, time, user profile, the device profile, network conditions and usage scenario [74]. Reference [74], defined context as any information characterizing a situation concerning the interaction between users, applications and the surrounding environment.

Nowadays, the advance of communications networks globally contribute to the way people communicate, do business and innovation of learning methods, thus it is transforming the world and getting closer to the people, through the innovation in global communications; this makes changes occur in all areas of human activity, eg competitiveness, product exchange, trade agreements between countries, employment and quality of life.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is critical to consider how the constant progress of technological developments have changed the traditional way of performing certain daily habits. One example is the use of the phone; far has left the notion of simply use your phone to make calls and today has become a device with computing power, considered an indispensable means of contact, information and entertainment.

There is great (ever growing) number of applications for mobile devices that give them endless useful and convenient services to users, allowing them access to any content anywhere and maintaining communication with others in the most varied forms, breaking geographical barriers and time. Following this new concept in mobile services, arises the well known mobile computing, ubiquitous features -always is available at any moment, custom-each user consumes and suitable information according to their interests, geolocation -capable of the location of users to provide products and services according, context sensitive, among others. In this sense, any information that characterizes the situation in which the user interacts with an application, it is called context. When we refer to context-sensitive mobile computing refers to applications that consider the contextual information from the environment where the user is located and act accordingly, providing relevant and adequate information to the context where the user is immersed done. The geographical position is a context information, perhaps the most important in this type of applications. This last feature is in full expansion giving rise to positioning based services (location-based services, LBS). Positioning based services refer to applications using the geographical position of a mobile device to provide services based on such information. Such services include assistance in navigation, identification in case of emergencies or disasters, social networks to find friends, location of points of interest in maps and more.

To successfully use the LBS services requires proper positioning technology, geographic information system to identify areas and fundamentally interoperable mobile devices and adequate network infrastructure that enables connection wherever the user is. Driven development model aims to free the engineer of the technological aspects (programming) to center in the engineering (architecture, modeling and design). In a similar manner as COBOL freed to programmers of the minutiae of Hardware [1].

The current trend is that systems are becoming more complex and heterogeneous, further each day the number of users of mobile devices increases, which demand high efficiency in response times, and applications that enable them to carry out their activities through the re-use of resources, robust and adaptive systems.

Portable devices increasingly used in a wide range of mobile applications orientation. Typical examples are the guides of urban areas, museum guides and aids exhibitions. The application refers to the provision of specific services of the context in which the context is typically identified by combining data on the location, time, user profile, the device profile, network conditions and usage scenario [74].

Reference [74], defined context as any information characterizing a situation concerning the interaction between users, applications and the surrounding environment.

Nowadays, the advance of communications networks globally contribute to the way people communicate, do business and innovation of learning methods, thus it is transforming the world and getting closer to the people, through the innovation in global communications; this makes changes occur in all areas of human activity, eg competitiveness, product exchange, trade agreements between countries, employment and quality of life.
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The use of mobile applications contribute to removing barriers of approaching knowledge and technological advances make an easy way to reach a wider audience; For this reason, the Internet has penetrated all spheres of society, revolutionizing the way the information is received and involving more people in the use of them; as a result there is more business opportunity.

The desire to have access to information from anywhere, anytime, and through a mobile device, it is a reality. The global Internet economy, built around a desktop, now expands to a galaxy of smaller, simpler devices: cell phones, smartphones, PDAs, handheld devices, information systems and other devices in vehicles access at home.

These factors make it imperative that a development model for mobile applications is coherent, consistent, and versatile.

The first attempts to use the models in the development process began with diagrams proposed in structured analysis and design [2] This practice evolved with the emergence of Object-oriented analysis and design and the subsequent introduction of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [19], [20]. Though, the first practices modeling were guided primarily to document the system itself. The notion of software development driven models, is a true milestone in the history of software development, as it aims to incorporate the models as an essential part of the entire development process.

Leading promoters of this idea are the Object Management Group (OMG) [8] and a global movement of theoretical and practical researchers grouped into what is called "Software Development Guided by Models" MDSD also known as "Model-Driven Development" MDD [8], [9]. The fundamental principle of these two line of thought is to use models to develop software, and its main purpose is to build practical tools and concepts leading to the automation of software development.

For implementing the principle of abstraction levels, MDA has identified three models to describe the system [15]: Independent Computer Model CIM, Platform Independent Model PIM and Platform Specific Model PSM. Level of abstraction is a CIM and it represents the business model from the point of view of the user. PIM is a conceptual model that represents the point of view of the user interpreted by the software engineer. PSM is a model of the writing system in order to move to a specific technology platform. By their hand OMG, has developed a set of standards, evolving, called MDA [21] "Model Driven Architecture" The fundamental principles of MDA for building software are: use of models throughout the development process definition a model for each level of abstraction and model transformations. These principles help automate the software development process holistically, from its initial stages to obtain executable code.

Often traditional computing applications are static and inflexible. They are designed to run on a specific device, providing a set of predetermined user and have integrated functions contextual dependencies on them. Such application models are not adequate to operate in a ubiquitous computing environment, which is characterized by its rich context, mobility of users and devices (PDAs, smartphones, ...) and the appearance and disappearance of resources over time.

Today, where ubiquitous (pervasive) computing, based on sensitivity to context takes an important place in everyday life, the development of context-aware applications that provide appropriate services for users is necessary, considering its multiple contexts.

II. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MDA AND MDSD

A. General characteristics

Although MDA and MDSD are different communities share the same purpose: the use of models for developing software. While MSDS deals with models using software development, MDA focuses on defining standards for software development models intensive use. You could say that MDA is the standardization of MDSD.

The difference between MDA and MDSD has been shown by several authors and researchers. According to [14] suggests that MDA can be seen as a set of standards whose practical application is the development of model-driven software, and MDSD main activity is the construction of tools that favor the development by using models. According to [64] states that methods and tools that support both MDA as MDSD should specify automatic transformations between different models, differentiating the two terms

Referring to [27], suggests that model driven development of software, has to do with the models used by architects and programmers to feed code generators are techniques that are also under the framework of MDSD, but can’t be properly called MDA.

In conclusion, although MDA and MDSD are different approaches, both privilege the use of the model as development language. MDSD has existed much earlier than MDA and development practice as research to generate methods, techniques, tools and theoretical constructs based on models. MDA for its part has made a great effort to standardize the wide but patchy activity driven software development models MDSD.

B. GENERAL THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

MDA and MDSD are complementary approaches using the model as a guideline for development. MDA to be a set of standards promoted by OMG, is characterized by strong theoretical bases, while MDSD for being an initiative in the hands of a large research community, focuses primarily on the development of tools that facilitate the automation of development. At the same time, reducing development budgets and a difficult economic environment necessary to make highly efficient use of resources for development. With designs increasingly complex integrated products and reduced
product life cycles, efficient development has become essential. The emergence of model-driven development (MDD) has made it possible to accelerate the development process. With the model-driven development (MDD) software engineers can understand and analyze more clearly the needs, define design specifications, test case generation system and automatic code generation.

C. MDA IN THE CONTEXT OF STANDARDS OMG

In this environment, platform independent models that include OMG modeling standards can be developed using open or proprietary platforms such as CORBA, Java, .NET, XMI / XML and web-based platforms (see Fig 1).

![Fig. 1 Model Driven Architecture(OMG).](image)

However, the dominant trend for dependent platform model is the use of java, because the resources and facilities of this platform. Additionally, as new technologies emerge, MDA quickly implements the relevant specifications, so as to facilitate the integration process. It is concluded that MDA is more than a middleware provides a structured and comprehensive solution for interoperability and portability of applications in the future [29], [30].

Standards that form the core of MDA, the Common Warehouse Model CWM requires special attention because it provides guidelines for data management and integration, as shown in the next section.

III. COMMON WAREHOUSING MODEL CWM

It is an OMG standard for data warehousing, defining the specification for metadata modeling, non-relational, multidimensional, relational and other objects of the data warehouse environment. It covers the entire lifecycle of design, construction and management of applications and management support life cycle [13].

CWM specifies the interfaces that enable metadata exchange of data warehousing and business intelligence from data warehousing appliances, in heterogeneous distributed environments, such as tools, platforms and repositories [11], [12], [13].

![Fig. 2 Model Driven Architecture (OMG).](image)

CWM is based on three standards that forms the core of the architecture of the OMG metadata repository [14].

Unified Modeling Language (UML). Primarily graphical language for defining and representing models and meta-models of the system design models and information models.

- Meta-Object Facility (MOF). It is a standard that defines metadata models and models of models. Provides tools with programmable interfaces for storing and accessing metadata in a repository.

A CWM specification includes basic components and a set of metamodels. The basic components of CWM are shown in Figure 2 and are as follows: CWM metamodel, metadata interchange format for shared warehousing (CWM DTD) interchange format for the metamodel (CWM XML) and API access to metadata shared warehousing (CWM IDL) [13]

IV. META MODELS

The metamodel is the architecture of the conceptual information that classifies information we can use to build solutions, understanding problem domains, and create practices that ensure we build the system we build.

The definition of a "model solution" is actually a symptom of why modeling approaches have not reached the level of care they deserve.

The way to model the problem may be related to how the model of the functional specification and yet not related to how to build the solution. The modeling is good, but too much of it can be difficult to get everyone involved.

That's why "focus on the metamodel with which it will build the solution." This is the greatest ROI. You can use it to create a model solution, but it may be too much work. What is
it trying to carve out a pragmatic path to successful model driven engineering, without eliminating the modeling.$^1$

Then and only then, you should begin to understand how (and) can model the problem domain and possibly tying them with the solution model. Successful model-driven engineering (steps 1 to 7) approach is then proposed:

A. ISSUES IN THE TRANSFORMATION IN THE APPROACHES FOCUSED ON MODELS

The transformation of models allows developers to build models with the problem representation and transform on up to a computer system that works. This promise made in the most recent methodological approaches greatly enhances the possibilities of reusing elements of software development, such as objects, components, patterns and frameworks [44] for almost automatic generation of software applications. A typical transformation strategies is based on building a system based on a metamodel of origin that apply transformation rules defined model, and transformed into a model that is based on a target metamodel [18]

V. MODEL DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT AND ITS APPLICATION TO MOBILE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

The software for Android is rapidly gaining market share with their applications for a variety of devices such as smartphones, tablets, televisions and entertainment systems. [1] The variety of market segments, an increase in the number of new devices and demand for different users are forcing device manufacturers and application providers to introduce innovative high quality products in shorter timeframes.

PC WORLD says "Starting in May, a new chip install this platform will allow more types of personal devices$^2$.

Competition from Android continues to expand. Far from settling for the market of smartphones, starting next May, an embedded within other personal devices, chip enable install the operating system Google. These devices find from media players to MID (Mobile Internet Devices or internet access devices) through drivers for leisure or medical monitoring tools.

This is a chip developed by the company that makes installing Embedded Alley Android based Au1250 chip, developed by RMI systems. Specifically managed to carry the current mode of implementation of Java engine that incorporates Android (instead of having the JME standard has its own virtual machine, called Dalvik) to MIPS instructions, so that they are compatible with the drivers, for example, for Nintendo Wii, etc."

---

$^1$ http://www.ebpml.org/blog/130.htm

$^2$ http://www.pcworld.com.mx/Articulos/3984.htm
VI PROCESS FOR GENERATING APPLICATIONS ANDROID

The process should allow Android applications generate from NDT methodology. NDT define transformations that tell you how to get every model from requirements definition, ie in the first place the CIM model specification defines the requirements, then the Platform Independent Model (PIM) is designed. NDT models are defined with UML Profiles in EA modeling tool allowing the development stages including the requirements model, content model, navigation model and process model.

Once defined the PIM model transformation will take place towards the PSM model, and then a model transformation is performed text.

De facto standard language model transformations text for design is called MOF Model to Text Transformation Language (mof2text). Some advantages of mof2text language is that not only enables the generation of code for many different platforms based on the same model, but also allows the automatic generation of any textual representation of the model.

\[ MD^2 = \text{Model-driven Mobile Development} \]

The development of the framework MD\(^2\) consisted basically three steps. First overall architecture has to be specified.

Based on the architecture had to be written language. The language offers, together with a grammar that modelers must meet the metamodel application models that can be modeled with MD\(^2\). This metamodel is required for the third step, which is the development of generators.

To develop generators, was chosen based on the prototype approach. This means that we first develop prototype applications directly to Android and iOS. These prototypes must be representative and comply with the overall architecture. Later these prototypes will be used to develop generators. Therefore, we first analyzed the prototypes of interdependent parts of a given model and will always be the same. We move these parts to libraries. The other parts build the basis for the development of the generators. We take part after another and transform them into buildable code by identifying parts depending on the model and allow them SHALL be generated based on the input model.\(^3\)

VII DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

Tools that can be used are Eclipse to develop Android applications, and Xcode \(^4\) for iOS Apps, you can also use the Framework of NDT.

The advantages of Xtend \(^5\) are better integration with Xtext \(^6\) framework that is more flexible because the templates and behavior are handled in the methods and Xtend uses a Java like language that offers many features to facilitate construction of the generator. Disadvantages are no support for handling generated code using a general purpose language that leads to a frame not standardized.

The decision to be taken is the tool to develop generators. They have two options. Convenienly we could use Xtend or Acceleo\(^7\).

The benefits of Acceleo on the other hand are a good integration into Eclipse and support development functionality such as debugging, tracking and tracing, support for protected areas that allow easy manipulation of the generated code, construction of the native generator and MOF model applies to standard text transformation as specified by the OMG. Acceleo disadvantages are that it is static and which is based on a template and is difficult to integrate into a multi-environment model.

VIII A METHODOLOGICAL PROPOSAL NDT

It is based on a set of metamodels, which are transparent to the development group, which supports the development process.

Take care of requirements traceability from capture to analysis, providing a systematic development process based on formal transformations described with QVT leading to implementation.

Working with UML, is a proposal that can be easily incorporated into other methodological environments such as Metric.

NDT has had and is having a great practical applicability in companies and real projects.

In recent years, the NDT methodology has evolved to permit their use in practical environments, being now one of the best methodology to address the development of any software project proposals, particularly software projects oriented to WEB.\(^8\)

A. LIFE CYCLE OF NDT

Android Generate code to benefit from the proposed methodology NDT, with NDT-Tool Suite \(^9\) (Currently Enterprise Architect) help improve productivity and time to market and reducing development costs. NDT provide a very comfortable environment, thereby obtaining a unique relationship model-code NDT-Android. Using the methodology connect the requirements, design and code also

\[^3\] http://www.pi.github.io/md2-web/res/MD2-Documentation.pdf
\[^4\] https://developer.apple.com/xcode/
\[^5\] http://eclipse.org/xtend/
\[^6\] https://eclipse.org/Xtext/
\[^7\] https://eclipse.org/acceleo/
\[^8\] http://www.iwt2.org/web/opencms/IWT2/ndt/?locale=es
\[^9\] http://www.sparxsystems.com/products/ca/12/index.html
thanks NDT-Suite also can automatically generate documentation and testing.

**Fig. 4 NDT LIFECYCLE**  

This initiative opens a new line of research in the IWT2 group (Engineering and Testing Web and Early) which is aligned with current trends in international research framework. NDT is today a development methodology internationally recognized and also very applied in the business world, as has been assumed by different companies.

**B. Details of NDT and Android.**

NDT is a proposal supported on the paradigm of model-driven engineering\(^\text{11}\) (MDE) and provides a useful and simple environment that is based on a set of metamodels, which are transparent to the development group, which supports the process.

**C. Methodology NDT**

The NDT process focuses on a detailed engineering phase requirements guided by objectives, which includes both capture, as the definition and verification requirements [8]. The process starts by defining the objectives and based on these, a process that can capture and define the different system requirements described.

These are classified and treated depending on the type to which they belong.

**D. Requirements Division with NDT.**

Storage requirements, functional actors, and non-functional interaction. Once validated these requirements, the NDT process aims to generate three models: the conceptual model, represented by a class diagram the static structure of the system; navigation model that represented by a set of class diagrams how you can navigate the system; and abstract interface model, which through a series of assessable prototypes allow to show how it will interact with the system.

The highlight of the process proposed by NDT feature is that the transition from requirements specification to these models is done systematically and independently.

It is a systematic way because NDT defined algorithms that tell how to get each model from requirements definition. And it is independent because, although there are relationships among model, a fact that is unavoidable since all refer to the same system, it is not necessary to achieve the conceptual model to get the navigation model or abstract interface. Three processes from the requirements that allow achieving these three models are defined. These models are achieved in a systematic way are called basic models. The highlight of the process proposed by NDT feature is that the transition from requirements specification to these models is done systematically and independently.

It is a systematic way because NDT defined algorithms that tell how to get each model from requirements definition. And it is independent because, although there are relationships among model, a fact that is unavoidable since all refer to the same system, it is not necessary to achieve the conceptual model to get the navigation model or abstract interface. Three processes from the requirements that allow achieving these three models are defined. These models are achieved in a systematic way are called basic models. Thus the conceptual basic model, basic navigation model and the basic model will abstract interface. These basic models should be studied by the group of analysts and may be changed if deemed appropriate.

However, a change in any of these models can be the source of an error or inconsistency committed during the requirements engineering can generate changes in other models. Therefore, after the generation of the basic models, NDT offers a guide with all the changes that can be made and to what extent they affect other models of the system or the definition of requirements.

**E. Influence of Android**

The power of the Android application framework that lies in the way of translating the Web on mobile applications [2]. This does not mean that the platform provided a powerful browser, which is limited to JavaScript and server-side resources, but is the basis of their performance and user interaction with the mobile device are focused on navigation models. How to navigate a mobile user in the platform is critical to your business success. The platforms that reproduce the desktop experience on a mobile device are accepted by the users. To facilitate code reuse and streamline the development process, Android applications are based on components.

The components can be of 4 types:

Activities. They are visual interfaces expecting some user action. The visual content of each activity is provided by a series of objects derived from the View class. Android provides many of these predesigned as buttons, switches, menus objects.

\(^{10}\)http://www.iwt2.org/web/opencms/IWT2/ndt/?locale=en

\(^{11}\)http://www.sparxsystems.com/bin/MDA%20Tool.pdf
Services. Services do not have GUI. An example would be playing a song. For a rendering application we could have several activities to show playlists or player with buttons, but the user will expect the song to keep still ringing when exiting the application (end activity), so that this application must control a service so the music is played.

![Diagram of PSM and NDT models](image)

Fig. 5

Event Receivers. These components are simply listening to certain events occur (low battery, change the language of the device, downloading a new image...)

Content providers. Allows an application to put certain data available to other applications.

In addition, all Android applications must have a AndroidManifest.xml file containing all application components as well as the permissions required, or libraries and uses are defined.

NDT define transformations on how to:

Get every model from requirements definition, ie in the first place the Platform Independent Model (PIM) is designed.

NDT models are defined with UML Profiles in EA modeling tool allowing the development stages including the requirements model, content model, navigation model and model and processes. Once defined the PIM model transformation will take place towards the PSM model, and then a model transformation is performed text.

**E. Conclusions**

1) It will be necessary to choose the tool to achieve efficient development and allows the use of Paradigm Model Driven Development.

2) To create Android applications will be essential to work with the definition of: Activities, Services and Event Receivers

3) To develop a new project is necessary to define a team which will work in parallel on Android Apps, like iOs.

4) Although the models centered approaches are still maturing, organizations are beginning to reap real benefits and manufacturers are showing their interest in this area, so that the tools are getting better. This situation has led to models centered approaches being used on several fronts

5) NDT emerges as valid to consider for automating transformations alternative because it has a full suite that can be used in future research
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